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Nowadays, cutting-edge technologies, increasingly innovative products, along with 
endlessly emergingcommerce modes, result in no enterprise escape from fierce 
competition. So, changes from internal and external surroundings of enterprises 
require relative adjustments in enterprise strategies，which demand for corresponding 
to organizational structure in enterprises, that is 'Structure follows strategy' from the 
famous Management expert Chandler.The organizational structure of enterprises is 
not only a carrier to carry out business activities,but also an important guarantee for 
the implementation of enterprise strategy. Hence, in complicated business-running 
surroundings, keeping constant reforms of organizational structure is an inevitable 
trend to be victorious in every commercial battle. 
    Started from illustrating the twice Tencent organizational structure reforms, by 
introducing their external and internal surroundings and the technologies to carry out 
them, the paper has concluded the strategic significance for them. Through analyzing 
the variation of organizational structure in Tencent, the thesis has disclosed the 
relationship among organizationalstructure, strategic selectionand internal and 
external environmental factors. Based on the empirical research into organizational 
structure reforms in Tencent, inducing and refining the successful factors of the two 
reforms, the merits of this paperis to provide a useful practical reference to those 
enterprise leaders who need make important decisions on strategic selection and 
organizational structure reforms. 
This thesisconsists of six chapters: 
Chapter One: Elaborates the study purpose, study significance, and researchlines 
of thought. 
Chapter Two: Take the organizational structure in typicalenterprises for instance, 
it introduces the organizational structure definition, types, and elaborates the related 
factors of organizational structure reforms. 
Chapter Three: Based on the introduction to Tencent’s fundamental conditionand 
the situation of its two reforms in detail, the article proves the significances of the two 
organizational structure reforms in Tencent by the empirical study.  
Chapter Four: Illustrates the necessity of Tencent organizational structure 













 organizational structure reforms. 
Chapter Five: Generalizes the strategies and methods of enterprise organizational 
structure reforms, through reviewing the procedure of the Tencent case. 
Chapter Six: Key chapter，deeply refining and generalizing the successful factors 
of Tencent organizational structure reformingthrough the effectiveness description. 
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